
“A Spiritual Approach 
to Growing Your Business” 

A fellowship -wide conference call hosted by the 
World Service BuSineSS deBtorS AnonymouS committee

PLEASE JOIN US !

Sunday, February 26, 4-5:30pm eSt

featuring 3 speakers, bringing their 
experience, strength and hope to one of these topics:

WHAT IS SPIRITUAL SUCCESS?
a focus on solvency, good client relationships and self-care 

while building a successful business.  

WHAT IS A SPIRITUAL APPROACH TO MONEY? 
a focus on taking attention off fear and lack; 

being of service versus grasping for oneself; is receiving large 
amounts of money spiritually acceptable.

WHY IS A SPIRITUAL APPROACH 
IMPORTANT  TO OUR LIVES?  

a focus on trust and faith; overcoming vagueness and shame 
around money issues. How BdA helps live a spiritual life.

 

each speaker will talk for 15 minutes, 
followed by a 10 - minute Q&A 

call in number:  712-775-7031  uS  x: 755-337
+44 330 998 1211  uK  x: 755-337  
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